LiveCompare

Complex Made Simple

LiveCompare is the world’s first smart lifecycle management software for SAP applications, supporting everything from audits to upgrades. LiveCompare is an all-in-one solution, integrating directly with live SAP systems to provide fact based analysis and reporting. LiveCompare’s app based interface supports all members of the SAP team and allows analysis anytime, anywhere and on any device.

Projects and SAP Operations

Impact Analysis
Automatically analyze the objects that make up an SAP system, identifying the most-at-risk objects (standard and custom) that must be tested to assure the quality of the system.

Dual Maintenance
Synchronize project and "business as usual" landscapes.

System Synchronization
Analyze SAP landscapes to ensure that applications, data and processes are consistent and standardized across all systems.

HCM Analysis
Analyze HCM data including payroll, schema and infotypes.

Testing
Integrate LiveCompare with both HP Quality Center and SAP Solution Manager for test case identification based on impact analysis.

License Management
Analyze SAP license use across your organization. Identify unused licenses, duplicate licenses and “time entry only” users.

Audit and Security Analysis
Automate the analysis of SAP configuration and check against governance, risk and compliance best practice.

SAP Role, Profile & Authorization Analytics
Gain complete visibility on Roles, Profiles and Authorizations.
**Implementation**

LiveCompare is quick and easy to set up. It takes less than one hour to install and you do not need training or additional consulting. Your first results will be available in less than a day. The app based interface lets anyone run a LiveCompare analysis with the results viewed anytime, anywhere and on any device.

Minimal infrastructure is needed to support LiveCompare:

- 64-bit Windows
- 8 GB RAM
- 100 GB Free Disk Space
- IIS

---

**Custom Code Quality**

Analyze complexity, performance and security of custom code.

**Upgrades, Enhancement Packs and Support Packs**

Use LiveCompare to get a complete and accurate picture of your SAP environment and how it will be impacted by changes such as support and enhancement packs, or version upgrades.

**BW Analysis**

Use LiveCompare to understand why reports are different between QAS and PRD. Automatically identify the impact of changing an InfoObject and compare data between BW and ERP.

**Why do Customers Use LiveCompare?**

- **Total SAP Lifecycle Support**: Focused purely on SAP, LiveCompare is not limited to one-off projects. LiveCompare supports the whole SAP lifecycle, from audit to upgrade, support pack to daily custom change.
- **On Demand Access**: LiveCompare’s app based interface means you can run impact analyses and view the results anytime, anywhere and on any device.
- **Secure**: You don’t need to send your data to a third party for analysis. Everything is done onsite, allowing you to maintain complete control and security over company data and business processes.
- **No Restrictions**: Want to allow multiple people to use the software? No problem. LiveCompare is not subscription based and has no restrictions on number of users or SAP instances.
- **5 Star Customer Satisfaction**: Read a number of LiveCompare customer reviews on the [SAP Store](#).
- **Everyone benefits**: From C-level executives to QA Managers, from Security Managers to Business Process Owners, LiveCompare delivers value to stakeholders across the whole business.

**Find Out More**

www.intellicorp.com
sales-info@intellicorp.com
USA 408-454-3500 or EMEA +44 (0)1454 454 100